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(54) MOBILE TERMINAL AND SERVICE PROCESSING METHOD THEREOF, AND BASEBAND 
PROCESSING CHIP

(57) Disclosed are a mobile terminal and a service
processing method thereof, and a baseband processing
chip are disclosed in the embodiments of this invention,
wherein the service processing method of the mobile ter-
minal comprises: in response to the situation that a first
user card in an on-network state is required to process
a high real time service, identifying whether PS domain
data being received/transmitted in a PS domain service
currently processed on a second user card is the critical
data for maintaining the QoS level of the PS domain serv-
ice, wherein the high real time service has higher require-

ment to real-time than the PS domain service, and the
first user card and the second user card belong to the
multiple user-cards inserted in the same mobile terminal;
in response to the PS domain data being received/trans-
mitted is non-critical data, suspending the processing of
the PS domain service and processing the high real time
service. Embodiments of this invention allow a multi-card
multi-standby mobile terminal based on a single RF sin-
gle baseband scheme to process a high real time service
on other user cards during processing a PS domain serv-
ice on a user card.
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Description

Field of Technology

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cation techniques. Particularly, it relates to a mobile ter-
minal and service processing method thereof, and a
baseband processing chip.

Technical Background

[0002] Currently, users of a mobile communication
system may register with a mobile communication net-
work and enjoy various communication services provid-
ed by the mobile communication network through insert-
ing user cards in their mobile terminals. Most of the ex-
isting mobile terminals employ a single user card
scheme, in which only one user card can be used on a
mobile terminal by a user simultaneously. However, with
the increased demands by the users in their working and
daily life, there is a need to use multiple user cards si-
multaneously by a user to satisfy such demands, leading
to the emergence of multi- card multi- standby mobile
terminals. A multi- card multi- standby mobile terminal
refers to a mobile terminal having two or more user cards
inserted simultaneously, and the multiple user cards can
be in standby mode at the same time. The emergence
of the multi- card multi- standby mobile terminals pro-
vides a lot of convenience for people’s working and life.
[0003] Most of the existing multi-card multi-standby
mobile terminals are dual-card dual-standby mobile ter-
minals having two  user cards inserted therein, which can
be realized based on a single RF (radio frequency) single
baseband scheme. In the single RF single baseband
scheme, it is based on a set of chips to realize two user
cards in standby mode simultaneously. For example, in
Chinese invention patent application with application
No.: CN200810032602.X, a dual-card dual-standby mo-
bile phone with single chip is provided, it comprising: a
RF module, a baseband processing chip, two Subscriber
Identity Module (SIM) slots. Through a SIM interface, the
baseband processing chip is connected to an electric
switch which is connected to the two SIM slots simulta-
neously. And the electric switch is controlled through a
chip select control circuit. The chip select control circuit
is driven according to particular services of the mobile
phone, selecting different SIM cards.
[0004] During the practice of the invention, the inven-
tors have found that the existing single RF single base-
band scheme has at least the following problems:
[0005] Because only one RF chip is provided, in order
to guarantee that the two cards reside in their respective
cells simultaneously, the RF chip is required to be able
to receive system messages, paging messages on the
working carriers of the two SIM cards periodically. How-
ever, no matter whether the two carriers belong to the
same operator or different operators, because the fact
that it has not been considered to receive two carriers

with the same RF chip simultaneously when the GSM
(Global System for Mobile Communication, hereinafter
"GSM") network is designed, especially in the case that
the carriers belong to two  different operators. Meanwhile,
if there is a larger interval between the two carriers, it is
difficult to receive different carriers by the same RF chip
simultaneously, and this may cause conflicts between a
PS (Packet Switched, hereinafter "PS") domain services
on one SIM card and other services except the PS do-
main service on other SIM cards, making it unable to
process high real time services in time, such as CS (cir-
cuit Switched, hereinafter "CS") domain services on other
SIM cards, during performing PS domain service on one
SIM card. Thus it leads to an increased failure rate of
high real time services on the other SIM cards.
[0006] For example, during performing a PS domain
service on a SIM card, the other SIM card is unable to
receive a CS domain paging message, as a result, it is
unable to normally handle a CS domain communication
service or to perform update of location area based on
the CS domain paging message. If the location of the
mobile terminal has changed during performing a PS do-
main service on one of the SIM cards, the location area
update can not be performed, which may cause the other
SIM card in a step-out state with the mobile communica-
tion network. It will further cause serious off-network phe-
nomena for the other SIM card and an increased failure
rate of its subsequent services.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The technical problem to be addressed in em-
bodiments of this invention is to provide a mobile terminal
and service processing method thereof, a baseband
processing chip, allowing a multi-card multi-standby mo-
bile terminal based on the single RF single baseband
scheme to process high real time services on other user
cards during processing a PS domain service on one
user card.
[0008] In order to address the above technique prob-
lems, a method for service processing in a mobile termi-
nal is provided, comprising:
[0009] in response to the situation that a first user card
in an on-network state is required to process a high real
time service, identifying whether PS domain data being
received/transmitted in a PS domain service currently
processed on a second user card is the critical data for
maintaining the QoS level of the PS domain service,
wherein the high real time service has higher requirement
to real-time than the PS domain service, and the first user
card and the second user card belong to the multiple
user-cards inserted in the same mobile terminal;
[0010] in response to the PS domain data being re-
ceived/transmitted is non-critical data, suspending the
processing of the PS domain service and processing the
high real time service.
[0011] A baseband processing chip is provided in the
embodiments of this invention, comprising:
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a first service processing unit, for processing a PS
domain service on a second user card among mul-
tiple user cards inserted in the same mobile terminal;

a first monitoring unit, for monitoring whether there
is  a first user card in an on-network state among the
multiple user cards that is required to process a high
real time service, wherein the high real time service
has higher requirement to real-time than the PS do-
main service;

a first identifying unit, for responding to the situation
that a first user card in an on-network state is required
to process a high real time service, and identifying
whether PS domain data being received/transmitted
in the PS domain service is the critical data for main-
taining the QoS level of the PS domain service ac-
cording to the monitoring result of the first monitor
unit;

a scheduling unit, for responding to the situation that
the PS domain data being received/transmitted is
non-critical data, instructing the first service process-
ing unit to suspend the processing of the PS domain
service and instructing a second service processing
unit to process the high real time service according
to the identifying result of the first identification unit;

a second service processing unit, for processing the
high real time service on the first user card according
to the instruction of the scheduling unit.

[0012] A mobile terminal is provided in an embodiment
of this invention, comprising a RF chip, a baseband
processing chip and multiple user card slots, wherein the
baseband processing chip is used, in response to the
situation that a first user card in  an on-network state is
required to process a high real time service, to identify
whether PS domain data being received/transmitted in a
PS domain service on a second user card is the critical
data for maintaining the QoS level of the PS domain serv-
ice, wherein the high real time service has higher require-
ment to real-time than the PS domain service, and the
first user card and the second user card belong to multiple
user cards inserted in the same mobile terminal; and in
response to the situation that the PS domain data being
received/transmitted is non-critical data, to suspend the
processing of the PS domain service and process the
high real time service.
[0013] Based on the mobile terminal and its service
processing method and the baseband processing chip
provided in above embodiments of this invention, when
a first user card in an on-network state among multiple
user cards inserted in the same mobile terminal is re-
quired to process a high real time service, it is identified
whether PS domain data being received/ transmitted in
a PS domain service currently processed on a second
user card is critical data for maintaining the QoS Level

of the PS domain service, if the PS domain data being
received/ transmitted is non-critical data, the processing
of the PS domain service is suspended and the high real
time service is processed. During performing a PS do-
main service on a user card of a multi-card multi-standby
mobile terminal based on the single RF single baseband
scheme, high real time services on other user cards, such
as CS domain services, can be processed in time. Be-
cause a high real time service has higher requirement to
real-time than a PS domain service, through suspending
the  processing of a PS domain service and processing
a high real time service preferentially when PS domain
data being received/ transmitted in the PS domain serv-
ice is not critical data, failures on high real time service
due to delayed processing can be effectively avoided.
As compared to the prior art, the success rate of high
real time services on other user cards can be increased.
In addition, because the PS domain data being received/
transmitted in the PS domain service is not critical data,
suspending the processing of the PS domain service will
not cause degradation in quality of the PS domain serv-
ice, such as, a break in the PS domain service or a sig-
nificant decrease in data transmission rate.
[0014] The technical solutions of this invention will be
further described below with reference to accompanying
drawings and embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] For a more explicit description of the technical
solutions of embodiments of this invention, a brief intro-
duction of accompanying drawings to be used in the de-
scription of these embodiments will be given below. Ob-
viously, accompanying drawings described below are
merely some embodiments of this invention. Other ac-
companying drawings can be derived by those skilled in
the art from these ones without any creative efforts.

Fig.1 is a flowchart of a method for service process-
ing in a mobile terminal according to an embodiment
of this invention;

Fig.2 is a flowchart of a method for service process-
ing in a mobile terminal according to another embod-
iment of this invention;

Fig.3 is a flowchart of a method for service process-
ing in a mobile terminal according to another further
embodiment of this invention;

Fig.4 is a flowchart of a method for service process-
ing in a mobile terminal according to another further
embodiment of this invention;

Fig.5 is a flowchart of a method for service process-
ing in a mobile terminal according to another further
embodiment of this invention;
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Fig.6 is a schematic structure diagram of a baseband
processing chip according to an embodiment of this
invention;

Fig.7 is a schematic structure diagram of a baseband
processing chip according to another embodiment
of this invention;

Fig. 8 is a schematic structure diagram of a mobile
terminal according to an embodiment of this inven-
tion.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0016] A clear and complete description of technical
solutions of the embodiments of this invention will be giv-
en with reference  to the accompanying drawings of the
embodiments of this invention. Obviously, the embodi-
ments described herein are merely a part of the embod-
iments of this invention, but not all of them. Based on
those embodiments of this invention, all the other em-
bodiments which can be achieved by those skilled in the
art without any creative efforts shall fall within the scope
of this invention.
[0017] Fig.1 is a flowchart of a method for service
processing in a mobile terminal according to an embod-
iment of this invention. The multi-card multi-standby mo-
bile terminal in the embodiment of this invention may be
a multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal based on the
single RF single baseband scheme. As shown in Fig.1,
the service processing method of this embodiment com-
prises the following steps:

101, in response to the situation that a first user card
in an on-network state is required to process a high
real time service, identifying whether PS domain da-
ta being received/transmitted in a PS domain service
currently processed on a second user card is the
critical data for maintaining the QoS level of the PS
domain service.

[0018] Wherein, the first user card and the second user
card belong to multiple user cards inserted in the same
mobile terminal, and the mobile terminal having multiple
user cards inserted is the multi- card multi- standby mo-
bile terminal. In a particular embodiment of this invention,
the multiple user cards may particularly comprise any
one or more of a SIM card, a Removable  User Identifier
Module (R- UIM) card, a User Identifier Module (UIM)
card, and a Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM)
card, and other user cards. Wherein, the SIM card is ap-
plicable in a GSM network, the R- UIM card is applicable
in a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)
network, the UIM card is applicable in a CDMA2000 net-
work, and USIM card is applicable in a Time Division-
Synchronization Code Division Multiple Access (TD-
SCDMA) network. In practical applications, the multiple
user cards inserted in a multi- card multi- standby mobile

terminal may be of the same type, such as all of them
are SIM cards, R- UIM cards, UIM cards or USIM cards,
or not all the same or all different, such as two or more
of a SIM card, an R- UIM card, a UIM card, a USIM card.
Specifically, when the multi- card multi- standby mobile
terminal is a GSM terminal, the first user card and the
second user card may be the same user card.
[0019] A user card in an on-network state means that
the user card has acquired synchronization information
of a cell. For example, in a GSM network, it may mean
the correct reception of synchronization information on
a Synchronization Channel (SCH); in a TD-SCDMA net-
work, it may mean that midamble code has been detected
correctly.
[0020] In various embodiments of this invention, the
high real time service may be any service having higher
requirement to real-time than a PS domain service cur-
rently processed on the second user card, for example,
a CS domain service in a GSM network, a Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) network, such as a WCDMA
network, a CDMA2000 network, a TD-SCDMA network
or other networks, other  PS domain services having high-
er requirement to real-time than the PS domain service
currently processed on the second user card, an IP Mul-
timedia Subsystem (IMS) service etc, including but not
limited to, a calling service, such as an audio calling and
video calling service, a short message service, and a
multimedia service, etc.
[0021] The PS domain service herein may be a down-
load or upload service over a mobile communication net-
work, including PS domain data reception/transmission
process, such as instant messaging, webpage browsing,
multimedia message transmission and download, etc.
The critical data is used to maintain the QoS level of the
PS domain service, for example, the data for maintaining
the PS domain service or maintaining the PS domain
data transmission rate thereof, the PS domain service
cannot be maintained or data transmission rate may have
a significant decrease if the critical data is discarded. In
a particular application, the critical data may be data
specified in a communication protocol, or user-specified
data, for example, the uplink polling data transmitted by
a GSM terminal, the signaling involved in a PS domain
service in a CDMA communication system, such as
WCDMA, CDMA2000 or TD-SCDMA, and specific sign-
aling specified in a communication protocol or involved
in a PS domain service specified by a user.
[0022] 102, in response to the situation that the PS
domain data being received/ transmitted is non- critical
data, suspending the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice on the second user card and processing the high real
time service on the first user card.
[0023] In the method of service processing in a multi-
card multi-standby mobile terminal of the above embod-
iment, when a first user card in on-network state among
the multiple user cards inserted in the multi-card multi-
standby mobile terminal is required to process a high real
time service, it is identified whether PS domain data being
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received/transmitting in the PS domain service currently
processed on the second user card is the critical data for
maintaining the QoS level of the PS domain service, if
the PS domain data being received/transmitting is non-
critical data, the PS domain service is suspended, and
the high real time service is processed. During perform-
ing a PS domain service on a user card of a multi-card
multi-standby mobile terminal which is based on the sin-
gle RF single baseband scheme, a high real time service
on other user card, such as a CS domain service, can
be processed in time. Because a high real time service
has higher requirement to real-time than a PS domain
service, through suspending the processing of a PS do-
main service and processing a high real time service prior
to the PS domain service when PS domain data being
received/transmitted in the PS domain service is not crit-
ical data, high real time service failures due to delayed
processing can be effectively avoided, and the success
rate of the high real time service on other user cards can
be increased. In addition, because the PS domain data
being received/transmitted in the PS domain service is
not critical data, suspending the processing of the PS
domain service will not lead to degradation in quality of
the PS domain service, such as, a break in the PS domain
service or a significant decrease in data transmission rate
thereof.
[0024] When the second user card and the first user
card are the same user card, the embodiment of this in-
vention can prevent not only a conflict between a PS
domain service and a high real time service on different
user cards, but also a conflict between a PS domain serv-
ice and a high real time service on the same user card.
During the user card processing a PS domain service, a
high real time service can be processed, such as receiv-
ing a paging message, a broadcast message, performing
location area update etc, without causing degradation in
QoS of the PS domain service.
[0025] Furthermore, as a particular embodiment of this
invention, within the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, after
the high real time service on the first user card is proc-
essed, the processing of the PS domain service on the
second user card can be resumed to avoid a break in the
PS domain service or data loss, and thus achieving the
maintaining of the PS domain service.
[0026] Further, as another particular embodiment of
this invention, the reception/ transmission of critical data
is prior to the processing of the high real time service. In
the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, if the PS domain data
being received/ transmitted on the second user card is
the critical data, the processing of the PS domain service
is continued to receive/ transmit the critical data therein,
during which no high real time service is processed.
[0027] In various above embodiments of this invention,
when the high real time service is a CS domain service,
it includes, but  not limited to, a CS domain paging mes-
sage, a broadcast message, location area update, etc.
Correspondingly, the first user card is required to process
a CS domain service, particularly the first user card may

be required to receive a CS domain service message,
such as a CS domain paging message, a broadcast mes-
sage, or is required to perform a particular CS domain
service, for example, to perform location area update and
other services. Processing a CS domain service on the
first user card may correspondingly comprise: receiving
and processing a CS domain paging message on the
first user card, receiving and processing a broadcast
message on the first user card, performing location area
update for the first user card, and etc. According to a
particular embodiment of this invention, the criterion that
the first user card is required to receive a CS domain
paging message may comprise: the time for a paging
message reception by the first user card specified by a
paging period is reached, or a paging indictor indicates
that it is required to receive a paging message. According
to this embodiment, it is deemed that the first user card
is required to receive and process a CS domain paging
message when the time for a paging message reception
by the first user card specified by a paging period is
reached, or when a paging indicator indicates that it is
required to receive a paging message.
[0028] For example, in GSM, a user card is required
to receive a paging message on a paging indicator chan-
nel (PCH) at the time for paging message reception spec-
ified by a paging period, when the first user card in the
embodiment of this invention is a SIM card, a CS domain
paging message is required to be received and  proc-
essed when the current time reaches the time for paging
message reception specified by the paging period.
[0029] Also, in WCDMA, CDMA2000 and TD- SCDMA
communication systems, a user card is required to re-
ceive a paging indicator on a paging indication channel
(PICH) at the time for paging indicator reception specified
by a paging indicator period, and identify whether the
value of the paging indicator is 1, wherein value 1 of the
paging indicator represents that a paging message is re-
quired to be received on the PCH; otherwise value 0 rep-
resents that no paging message is required to be re-
ceived. Therefore, when the first user card in the embod-
iment of this invention is an R- UIM card, a UIM card, a
USIM card, a paging indicator can be received on the
PICH for the first user card at the time for paging indicator
reception, and if value of the paging indicator is identified,
it is informed that a paging message is required to be
received by the first user card.
[0030] Fig.2 is a flowchart of a method for service
processing in a mobile terminal according to another em-
bodiment of this invention. In this embodiment, a descrip-
tion will be given, in which the high real time service is a
CS domain paging message in a CS domain service as
an example, which is applicable to other high real time
services. As shown in Fig.2, the service processing meth-
od of this embodiment comprises the following steps:

201, in response to the situation that a first user card
in an on-network state is required to process a high
real time service, identifying whether PS domain da-
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ta being  received/transmitted in a PS domain service
currently processed on a second user card is the
critical data for maintaining the QoS level of the PS
domain service. If the PS domain data being re-
ceived/transmitted is non-critical data, step 202 is
executed; otherwise, if the PS domain data being
received/transmitted is critical data, the processing
of the PS domain service on the second user card
is maintained.

202, suspend the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice on the second user card and receive a CS domain
paging message on the first user card.

203, according to the information within the CS do-
main paging message, identifying whether the first
user card is required to receive a broadcast mes-
sage, or to process a CS domain service. If the first
user card is required to receive a broadcast mes-
sage, step 204 is executed. If the first user card is
required to process a CS domain communication
service, step 205 is executed. Otherwise, if the first
user card is not required to receive a broadcast mes-
sage or to process a CS domain communication
service, step 206 is executed.

204, receiving and processing a broadcast message
on the first user card. Step 206 is executed after the
receiving and processing of broadcast message on
the first user card is completed.
Particularly, as still another particular embodiment
of this invention, the operation of step 204 may com-
prise: receiving  a broadcast message on the first
user card, and identifying whether the location area
in which the multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal
is located has changed according to the information
within the broadcast message; if the location area in
which the multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal
is located has changed, performing location area up-
date for the first user card, and step 206 is executed
after the location area update is completed.
During the processing of the PS domain service on
the second user card, a CS domain paging message,
a broadcast message on the first user card can be
received, and location area update can be performed
for the first user card accordingly, maintaining syn-
chronization state between the first user card and
the mobile communication network, so that an off-
network can be prevented for the first user card, and
the success rate of a subsequent communication
service can be effectively guaranteed.

205, processing the CS domain service on the first
user card, for example, a call request service, a short
message service, a multimedia message service,
etc. Step 206 is executed after the CS domain com-
munication service is processed.
During the processing of the PS domain service on

the second user card, a broadcast message can be
received and a CS domain service can be proc-
essed, to support processing of the CS domain com-
munication service on the first user card during the
processing of the PS domain service on the first user
card. On the premise that the QoS level of the PS
domain service on the second user card can be ef-
fectively guaranteed, the normal  processing of the
CS domain service can be guaranteed also, so that
the QoS and the success rate of the CS domain serv-
ice can be improved, and communication service
quality and customer satisfaction can be improved.

206, resuming the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice on the second user card.

[0031] Fig.3 is a flowchart of a method for service
processing in a mobile terminal according to still another
embodiment of this invention. In this embodiment, a de-
scription will be given, in which the high real time service
is a broadcast message in a CS domain service as an
example, which is applicable to other high real time serv-
ices. As shown in Fig.3, the service processing method
of this embodiment comprises the following steps:

301, in response to the situation that a current time
reaches the time for a broadcast message reception
on the first user card according to a time interval
specified in a communication protocol, identifying
whether PS domain data being received/transmitted
in a PS domain service currently processed on a
second user card is the critical data for maintaining
the QoS level of the PS domain service. If the PS
domain data being received/transmitted is non-crit-
ical data, step 302 is executed; otherwise, if the PS
domain data being received/transmitted is critical da-
ta, the processing of the PS domain service on the
second user card is maintained.

302, suspending the processing of the PS domain
service on  the second user card, and receiving a
broadcast message on the first user card.

303, according to the information within the broad-
cast message on the first user card, identifying
whether the location area in which the multi-card
multi-standby mobile terminal is located has
changed, if the location area in which the multi-card
multi-standby mobile terminal is located has
changed, step 304 is executed; otherwise, if the lo-
cation area in which the multi-card multi-standby mo-
bile terminal is located has not changed, step 305 is
executed.

304, performing location area update for the first user
card. After the location area update of the first user
card is completed, step 305 is executed.
During the processing of the PS domain service on
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the second user card, a broadcast message on the
first user card can be received, and location area
update can be performed for the first user card ac-
cordingly, maintaining synchronization state be-
tween the first user card and the mobile communi-
cation network, so that an off-network can be pre-
vented for the first user card, and the success rate
of the subsequent communication service can be ef-
fectively guaranteed.

305, resuming the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice on the second user card.

[0032] Fig.4 is a flowchart of a method for service
processing in  a mobile terminal according to still another
embodiment of this invention. In this embodiment, a de-
scription will be given, in which the high real time service
is the location area update in a CS domain service as an
example, which is applicable to other high real time serv-
ices. As shown in Fig. 4, the service processing method
of this embodiment comprises the following steps:

401, in response to the situation that a current time
reaches the time for location area update of a first
user card according to a time interval specified by a
communication protocol, identifying whether PS do-
main data being received/ transmitted in a PS do-
main service currently processed is the critical data
for maintaining the QoS level of the PS domain serv-
ice. If the PS domain data being received/transmitted
is non-critical data, step 402 is executed; otherwise,
if the PS domain data being received/transmitted is
critical data, the processing of the PS domain service
on the second user card is maintained.

402, suspending the processing of the PS domain
service on the second user card, and perform loca-
tion area update for the first user card. After the lo-
cation area update for the first user card is complet-
ed, step 403 is executed.
During the processing of the PS domain service on
the second user card, location area update can be
performed for the first user card, maintaining syn-
chronization state between the first user card and
the mobile communication network, so that an off-
network can be prevented for the first user card, and
the  success rate of a subsequent communication
service can be effectively guaranteed.

403, resuming the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice on the second user card.

[0033] In addition, according to another embodiment
of this invention, it is further identified whether there is a
third user card in an off-network state among the multiple
user cards, in response to the situation that there is a
third user card in an off-network state among the multiple
user cards, power scan and network searching can be

performed for the third user card to get the third user card
into an on-network state and synchronized with the mo-
bile communication network. During the processing of
the PS domain service, for example, within an idle slot
or idle frame during the processing of the PS domain
service, power scan and network searching can be per-
formed for the third user card to get the third user card
into an on-network state and synchronized with the mo-
bile communication network, so as to avoid a long term
off-network state of the third user card, and to effectively
improve the success rate of subsequent communication
service operations.
[0034] In a particular application, the third user card
and the first user card may be the same user card, or two
different user cards. No matter whether the third user
card and the first user card are the same user card or
not, the flows of various embodiments of this invention
are initiated depending on trigger conditions, and there
is none temporally restricted  relationships between the
various embodiments. Wherein, the trigger conditions
may be, for example, the first user card in an on-network
state is required to be process a high real time service,
the current time reaches the time for a broadcast mes-
sage reception or the time for location area update ac-
cording to a time interval specified in a communication
protocol, whether there is a third user card in an off-net-
work state among the multiple user cards.
[0035] Wherein, power scan is an operation which is
executed to shorten the time required for network search-
ing by a mobile terminal, wherein the mobile terminal
receives signals at various frequency points, and evalu-
ates signal strength values at the various frequency
points, if a present frequency point has a higher signal
strength value, network searching process will be per-
formed for that frequency point; otherwise, if the present
frequency point has a lower signal strength value, no
network searching process will be performed for that fre-
quency point. Network searching is a process in which
the mobile terminal is synchronized with the mobile com-
munication network and receives some necessary infor-
mation. To communication with the mobile communica-
tion network, for example, to originate a call request or
to perform a PS domain service, the mobile terminal must
be synchronized with the mobile communication network
at first, including time synchronization, frequency syn-
chronization etc., and some necessary information of the
mobile communication network is acquired, such as re-
ceiving some necessary broadcast information from the
mobile communication network.
[0036] Fig.5 is a flowchart of a method for service
processing in a mobile terminal according to still another
embodiment of this invention. This embodiment shows
an exemplary flow of performing power scan and network
searching for a third user card in an off-network state. As
shown in Fig.5, the service processing method of this
embodiment comprises the following steps.

501, identifying whether there is a third user card in
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an off-network state among the multiple user cards.
If there is a third user card in an off-network state
among the multiple user cards, step 502 is executed;
otherwise, the processing of the PS domain service
on the second user card is maintained.

502, identify whether PS domain data being re-
ceived/ transmitted in the PS domain service cur-
rently processed on the second user card is the crit-
ical data for maintaining the QoS level of the PS do-
main service. If the PS domain data being received/
transmitted is non-critical data, step 503 is executed;
otherwise, if the PS domain data being received/
transmitted is critical data, the processing of the PS
domain service on the second user card is main-
tained.

503, suspending the processing of the PS domain
service on the second user card, and performing
power scan and network searching for the third user
card. After power scan and network searching for
the third user card is completed, step 504 is execut-
ed.

504, resuming the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice on  the second user card.

[0037] Further, as another particular embodiment of
this invention, critical data reception is prior to power scan
and network searching performed for the third user card.
In the embodiment shown in Fig. 5, if the PS domain data
being received/ transmitted on the second user card is
the critical data, the PS domain service is continued to
receive the critical data thereof, during which no power
scan and network searching are performed for the third
user card.
[0038] In addition, the multiple user cards in various
above embodiments of this invention may be two or more
user cards. When the multiple user cards are two or more
user cards, the multi-card multi-standby mobile terminals
of the above various embodiments are particularly dual-
cards dual-standby mobile terminal. When the multiple
user cards are more than three user cards, the second
user card/the third user card of the various embodiments
above of this invention may be one user card or multiple
user cards. When the second user card/the third user
card is multiple user cards, the high real time services
on the multiple second user cards can be processed in
sequence, and the power scan and network searching
on the multiple third user cards can be performed in se-
quence, according to a predetermined policy, such as
according to a temporal sequence, a user card sequence.
[0039] Fig.6 is a schematic structure diagram of a
baseband processing chip according to an embodiment
of this invention. The baseband processing chip of this
embodiment can be used to  realize the flow of the service
processing method in a multi-card multi-standby mobile
terminal according to the various embodiments above of

this invention. As shown in Fig.6, it comprises a first serv-
ice processing unit 601, a first monitoring unit 602, a first
identifying unit 603, a scheduling unit 604 and a second
service processing unit 605.
[0040] Wherein, the first service processing unit 601
is used to process a PS domain service on a second user
card among multiple user cards inserted in the same mo-
bile terminal, wherein the mobile terminal is a multi- card
multi- standby mobile terminal.
[0041] The first monitoring unit 602 is used to monitor
whether there is a first user card in an on-network state
among the multiple user cards that is required to process
a high real time service, wherein the high real time service
has higher requirement to real-time than the PS domain
service.
[0042] The high real time service may be any service
having higher requirement to real-time than a PS domain
service currently processed on the second user card, for
example, a CS domain service in a GSM network, a CD-
MA network, such as a WCDMA network, a CDMA2000
network, a TD-SCDMA network or other networks, other
PS domain services having higher requirement to real-
time than the PS domain service currently processed on
the second user card, an IMS service etc, including but
not limited to, a calling service, such as an audio calling
and video calling service, a short message service, and
a multimedia service, etc.
[0043] The first identifying unit 603 is used to according
to the monitoring result of the first monitoring unit 602, in
response to the situation that a first user card in an on-
network state is required to process a high real time serv-
ice, identify whether PS domain data being received/
transmitted in the PS domain service is critical data for
maintaining the QoS level of the PS domain service.
[0044] Wherein, the PS domain service may be a
download or upload service over a mobile communica-
tion network, including PS domain data reception/ trans-
mission process, such as instant messaging, webpage
browsing, multimedia message transmission and down-
load, etc. The critical data is used to maintain the QoS
level of the PS domain service, for example, the data for
maintaining the PS domain service or maintaining the PS
domain data transmission rate thereof, the PS domain
service cannot be maintained or the data transmission
rate may have a significant decrease if the critical data
is discarded. In a particular application, the critical data
may be data specified in a communication protocol, or
user- specified data, such as uplink polling data trans-
mitted by a GSM terminal, signaling involved in a PS
domain service in a CDMA communication system, such
as WCDMA, CDMA2000 or TD- SCDMA, and specific
signaling specified in a communication protocol or in-
volved in a PS domain service specified by a user.
[0045] The scheduling unit 604 is used according to
the result of the first identifying unit 603, in response to
the situation that the PS domain data being received/
transmitted is non-critical data, to instruct the first service
processing unit 601 to suspend  the processing of the
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PS domain service and instruct the second service
processing unit 605 to process the high real time service.
[0046] The second service processing unit 605 is used
to process the high real time service on the first user card
according to the instruction of the scheduling unit 604.
[0047] In the baseband processing chip of the above
embodiment, when a first user card in an on-network
state among the multiple user cards inserted in the multi-
card multi-standby mobile terminal is required to process
a high real time service, it is identified whether PS domain
data being received/transmitting in the PS domain serv-
ice currently processed on the second user card is the
critical data for maintaining the QoS level of the PS do-
main service, if the PS domain data being received/ trans-
mitting is non-critical data, the processing of the PS do-
main service is suspended, and the high real time service
is processed. During performing a PS domain service on
a user card of a multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal
which is based on the single RF single baseband
scheme, a high real time service on other user cards,
such as a CS domain service, can be processed in time.
Because a high real time service has higher requirement
to real-time than a PS domain service, through suspend-
ing the processing of a PS domain service and process-
ing a high real time service prior to the PS domain service
when PS domain data being received/transmitted in the
PS domain service is not critical data, high real time serv-
ice failures due to delayed processing can be effectively
avoided, and the success rate of the high real time service
on the other user card can be increased. In addition, be-
cause the PS domain data being received/ transmitted
in the PS domain service is not critical data, suspending
the processing of the PS domain service will not cause
degradation in quality of the PS domain service, such as
a break in the PS domain service or a significant decrease
in data transmission rate thereof.
[0048] Corresponding to the above embodiment of a
service processing method of this invention, according
to another particular embodiment of this invention, the
scheduling unit 604 is further used, after the high real
time service on the first user card is completed by the
second service processing unit 605, to instruct the first
service processing unit 601 to resume the processing of
the PS domain service on the second user card, avoiding
a break in the PS domain service or data loss, and thus
achieving the maintaining of the PS domain service.
[0049] Further, according to still another particular em-
bodiment of this invention, the reception of critical data
by the first service processing unit 601 is prior to the
processing of the high real time service by the second
service processing unit 605.
[0050] Fig.7 is a schematic structure diagram of a
baseband processing chip according to another embod-
iment of this invention. The baseband processing chip in
this embodiment can implement the flow of the embodi-
ment shown in Fig.5 of this invention. As shown in Fig.
7, as compared to the embodiment shown in Fig. 6, the
baseband processing chip of this embodiment further

comprises a second monitoring unit 606 and a synchro-
nizing unit  607. Wherein the second monitoring unit 606
is used to monitor whether there is a third user card in
an off-network state among the multiple user cards. Cor-
respondingly, the scheduling unit 604 is used according
to the monitoring result of the second monitoring unit 606,
in response to the situation that there is a third user card
in an off-network state among the multiple user cards, to
instruct the synchronizing unit 607 to perform power scan
and network searching for the third user card. The syn-
chronizing unit 607 is used to perform power scan and
network searching for the third user card according to
the instruction of the scheduling unit 604. Power scan
and network searching for the third user card in an off-
network state can be performed during the processing
of the PS domain service to get the third user card into
an on-network state and synchronized with the mobile
communication network, so as to avoid a long term off-
network state of the third user card and to effectively im-
prove the success rate of subsequent communication
service operations.
[0051] Particularly, referring to Fig. 7 again as still an-
other particular embodiment of this invention, in response
to the situation that there is a third user card in an off-
network state among the multiple user cards, the sched-
uling unit 604 instructs the synchronizing unit 607 to per-
form power scan and network searching for the third user
card in an idle slot or idle frame during the processing of
the PS domain service by the first service processing unit
601; or in response to the situation that the PS domain
data being received/ transmitted is non- critical data, in-
structing the first service processing unit 601 to  suspend
the processing of the PS domain service, and instructing
the synchronizing unit 607 to perform power scan and
network searching for the third user card.
[0052] Further, in various embodiments shown in Fig.
7, the critical data reception by the first service processing
unit 601 is prior to the power scan and network searching
for the third user card by the synchronizing unit 607. This
is to say, if the PS domain data being received/ transmit-
ted on the second user card is critical data, the first serv-
ice processing unit 601 continues the processing of the
PS domain service to receive/ transmit the critical data
thereof, during which the scheduling unit 604 does not
instruct the synchronizing unit 607 to perform power scan
and network searching for the third user card.
[0053] Corresponding to the various above embodi-
ments of the service processing method of this invention,
the high real time service processed by the second serv-
ice processing unit 605 is a CS domain service, including
but not limited to a CS domain paging message, a broad-
cast message, location area update etc. According to a
particular embodiment of this invention, corresponding
to the service processing method embodiment shown in
Fig.2, the criterion that the first user card is required to
receive a CS domain paging message may comprise:
the first user card reaches the time for a paging message
reception specified by a paging period, or a paging indic-
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tor indicates that it is required to receive a paging mes-
sage. According to this embodiment, the first monitoring
unit 602 may deem that the first user card is required to
receive and process a CS domain paging  message when
the first user card reaches the time for a paging message
reception specified by a paging period, or when a paging
indicator indicates that it is required to receive a paging
message. Correspondingly, the second service process-
ing unit 605 particularly receives and processes a CS
domain paging message on the first user card according
to the instruction of the scheduling unit 604.
[0054] Further, that the second service processing unit
605 receives and processes a CS domain paging mes-
sage may particularly comprise receiving a CS domain
paging message on the first user card; identifying wheth-
er the first user card is required to receive a broadcast
message or to process a CS domain service according
to the information within the CS domain paging message;
in response to the situation that the first user card is re-
quired to receive a broadcast message, receiving and
processing a broadcast message on the first user card;
and in response to the situation that the first user card is
required to process a CS domain service, processing the
CS domain service on the first user card.
[0055] Particularly, that the second service processing
unit 605 receives and processes a broadcast message
on the first user card may particularly comprise receiving
a broadcast message on the first user card, identifying
whether the location area in which the multi- card multi-
standby mobile terminal is located has changed accord-
ing to the information within the broadcast message; and
in response to the situation that the location area in which
the multi- card multi- standby mobile terminal is located
has changed, performing location area update for the
first user card.
[0056] During the processing of the PS domain service
on the second user card, a CS domain paging message,
a broadcast message on the first user card can be re-
ceived, and location area update can be performed for
the first user card accordingly, maintaining synchroniza-
tion state between the first user card and the mobile com-
munication network, so that the off-network situation can
be prevented for the first user card, and the success rate
of a subsequent communication service can be effective-
ly guaranteed.
[0057] According to another particular embodiment of
this invention, corresponding to the service processing
method embodiments shown in Figs.3 and 4, when the
CS domain service is a broadcast message or a location
area update, the first monitoring unit 602 may deem that
a broadcast message is required to be received or a lo-
cation area update is required to be preformed when the
time for a broadcast message reception or location area
update according to an interval specified in a communi-
cation protocol is reached. Correspondingly, the second
service processing unit 605 particularly receives and
processes a broadcast message on the first user card or
performs location area update for the first user card ac-

cording to the instruction of the scheduling unit 604.
[0058] According to the baseband processing chip in
various above embodiments of this invention, the multiple
user cards inserted in the multi-card multi-standby mobile
terminal may comprise any  one or more of a SIM card,
an R-UIM card, a UIM card and a USIM card. In a par-
ticular embodiment, the third user card and the first user
card may be the same user card, or two different user
cards. When the multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal
is a GSM terminal, the first user card and the second
user card may be the same user card.
[0059] Fig. 8 is a schematic structure diagram of a mo-
bile terminal according to an embodiment of this inven-
tion. The mobile terminal provided in this embodiment
may employ a single RF single baseband scheme to
achieve functions of the multi-card multi-standby mobile
terminal in various above embodiments of this invention.
As shown in Fig. 8, it comprises a RF chip 1, a baseband
processing chip 2 and multiple user card slots 3.
[0060] Wherein, the RF chip 1 is used to realize the
reception and transmission of data or message between
the baseband processing chip 2 and a communication
network, for example, forwarding PS domain data be-
tween a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) network
and the first service processing unit 601 of the baseband
processing chip 2, forwarding a CS domain service mes-
sage, CS domain or PS domain data between a GMS
network and the second service processing unit 605 of
the baseband processing chip 2. The multiple user card
slots 3 are used to insert multiple user cards.
[0061] The baseband processing chip 2 is used in re-
sponse to the situation that a first user card in an on-
network state is required to process a high real time serv-
ice, to identify whether  PS domain data being received/
transmitted in a PS domain service currently processed
on the second user card is the critical data for maintaining
the QoS level of the PS domain service, and in response
to the situation that the PS domain data being received/
transmitted is non-critical data, to suspend the process-
ing of the PS domain service and process the high real
time service. Wherein, the high real time service has high-
er requirement to real-time than the PS domain service,
and the first user card and the second user card belong
to multiple user cards inserted in the multiple user card
slots 3.
[0062] The baseband processing chip 2 may particu-
larly comprise the baseband processing chip provided in
any of the embodiments shown in Fig.6 to Fig.7 of this
invention. As an example, Fig.8 merely shows a structure
in which the embodiment shown in Fig.7 is employed for
the baseband processing chip 2. As for a baseband
processing chip 2 employing a particular structure of a
baseband processing chip in other embodiment of this
invention, the connections to the RF chip 1 and the mul-
tiple user card slots 3 are similar to that shown in Fig. 8,
which will not be described in detail.
[0063] In the multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal
of the above embodiments, when the first user card in
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an on-network state among the multiple user cards is
required to process a high real time service, the base-
band processing chip 2 may identify whether PS domain
data being received/transmitted in a PS domain service
currently processed on a second user card is the critical
data for maintaining the QoS Level of the PS domain
service, if the  PS domain data being received/transmit-
ted is non-critical data, the processing of the PS domain
service is suspended and the high real time service is
processed. During the processing of a PS domain service
on a user card of a multi-card multi-standby mobile ter-
minal based on the single RF single baseband scheme,
high real time services on other user cards, such as CS
domain services, can be processed in time. Because a
high real time service has higher requirement to real-time
than a PS domain service, through suspending the
processing of a PS domain service to process a high real
time service first when PS domain data being received/
transmitted in the PS domain service is not critical data,
high real time service failures due to delayed processing
can be effectively avoided, and the success rate of high
real time services on other user cards can be increased;
in addition, because the PS domain data being received/
transmitted in the PS domain service is not critical data,
suspending the processing of the PS domain service will
not cause degradation in quality of the PS domain serv-
ice, such as, a break in the PS domain service or a sig-
nificant decrease in data transmission rate.
[0064] Those skilled in the art may understand that em-
bodiments of this invention may not necessarily be im-
plemented by or limited to the component units of the
multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal and the base-
band processing chip in various above embodiments of
this invention, for example, the multi-card multi-standby
mobile terminal may be further provided with a display,
a keyboard, an antenna or other peripheral devices ac-
cording to actual requirements. In addition, the compo-
nent units of the baseband processing chip may be fur-
ther distributed  into other component units of the multi-
card multi-standby mobile terminal according to actual
requirements. Among the component units of the base-
band processing chip, several component units can be
combined into a single unit, or a component unit can be
divided into several subunits to achieve this invention. In
addition, the connection relationships between various
component units of the baseband processing chip, and
the connection relationships between the component
units of the baseband processing chip and other compo-
nent units of the terminal merely represent exemplary
information flow directions, but not limited to physical
connection relationships based on the embodiments of
the invention, and are not necessarily required or limita-
tions for the implementation of the embodiments.
[0065] Various embodiments of this invention have
been described in a progressive manner, wherein each
embodiment has focused on differences from other em-
bodiments. A mutual reference can be made to various
embodiments for the same or similar portions thereof.

With respect to the baseband processing chip and the
multi-card multi-standby mobile terminal, due to the cor-
respondence to the method embodiments thereof, only
a simple description is given, refer to those method em-
bodiments for related portions.
[0066] Those skilled in the art may appreciate: some
or all steps of the above method embodiments can be
realized by program instructions related hardware, the
program aforementioned can be stored in a computer
readable storage medium, when executed  the program
may execute steps of the above method embodiments;
the storage medium aforementioned includes ROM,
RAM, magnetic disc or optical disc and other mediums
capable of storing program code.
[0067] Embodiments of this invention can prevent con-
flicts between a PS domain service and a high real time
service on the same user card or different user cards
among multiple user cards that are inserted in a multi-
card multi-standby mobile terminal, and address the
problem that, in a multi-card multi-standby mobile termi-
nal based on the single RF single baseband scheme,
during performing a PS domain service on a user card,
it is unable to process a high real time service on that
user card or other user card without leading to the QoS
degradation of the PS domain service; in addition, the
switching between PS domain service and high real time
service can be realized without manual intervention,
which does not result in the loss of data being received/
transmitted in the PS domain service, so that customer
satisfactory can be improved.
[0068] The descriptions of the present invention have
been presented for the purposes of description and illus-
tration, but are not intended to be exhaustive or limited
to the embodiments disclosed. Many modifications and
variations will be apparent for those skilled in this art. The
embodiment was chosen and described in order to best
explain the principles of the invention and the practical
application, and to enable those skilled in the art to un-
derstand the invention for various embodiments with var-
ious modifications which are suited to the particular use
contemplated.

Claims

1. A method for service processing in a mobile terminal,
characterized in comprising:

in response to the situation that a first user card
in an on-network state is required to process a
high real time service, identifying whether PS
domain data being received/transmitted in a PS
domain service currently processed on a second
user card is critical data for maintaining the Qos
level of the PS domain service, wherein the high
real time service has higher requirement in real
time than the PS domain service, and the first
user card and the second user card belong to
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multiple user cards inserted in the same mobile
terminal;
in response to the situation that the PS domain
data being received/transmitted is non-critical
data, suspending the processing of the PS do-
main service and processing the high real time
service.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the PS domain service is resumed after the high
real time service is processed.

3. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that reception/transmission of the critical data is prior
to the processing of the high real time service.

4. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the critical data is the data specified by a com-
munication protocol or user specified data.

5. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that further comprising:

in response to the situation that there is a third
user card in an off-network state among the mul-
tiple user cards, performing  power scan and
network searching for the third user card.

6. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that performing power scan and network searching
for the third user card comprises:

performing power scan and network searching
for the third user card in an idle slot or an idle
frame during the processing of the PS domain
service; or
in response to the situation that the PS domain
data being received/transmitted is non-critical
data, suspending the processing of the PS do-
main service and performing power scan and
network searching for the third user card.

7. The method according to claim 6, characterized in
that reception/transmission of the critical data is prior
to the power scan and network searching for the third
user card.

8. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that the first user card and the third user card are
the same user card; or
the mobile terminal is a GSM (Global System for Mo-
bile Communication) terminal, and the first user card
and the second user card are the same user card.

9. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the multiple user cards comprise any one or
more of a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card, a
Removable User Identifier Module (R-UIM) card, a

User Identifier Module (UIM) card, and a Universal
Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) card.

10. The method according to any of claims 1 to 9, char-
acterized in that the high real time service compris-
es a circuit switched (CS) domain service.

11. The method according to claim 10, characterized
in that the CS domain service comprises a CS do-
main paging message; wherein
required to process a CS domain service comprises
the time for a paging message reception specified
by a paging period is reached, or an paging indicator
indicates that it is required to receive a paging mes-
sage;
processing the CS domain service comprises receiv-
ing and processing the CS domain paging message.

12. The method according to claim 11, characterized
in that receiving and processing the CS domain pag-
ing message comprises:

receiving the CS domain paging message on
the first user card;
identifying whether the first user card is required
to receive broadcast message or to process CS
domain communication service according to in-
formation within the CS domain paging mes-
sage;
in response to the situation that the first user
card is required to receive a broadcast message,
receiving and processing the broadcast mes-
sage on the first user card;
in response to the situation that the first user
card is required to process a CS domain com-
munication service, processing the CS domain
communication service on the first user card.

13. The method according to claim 12, characterized
in that receiving and processing the broadcast mes-
sage on the first user card comprises:

receiving the broadcast message on the first us-
er card, and identifying whether the location area
in which the mobile terminal is located has
changed according to information within the
broadcast message;
in response to the situation that the location area
in which the mobile terminal is located has
changed, performing location area update for
the first user card.

14. The method according to claim 10, characterized
in that the CS domain service comprises a broad-
cast message or a location area update; wherein
required to process the CS domain service compris-
es according to an time interval specified in a com-
munication protocol, the time for a broadcast mes-
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sage reception, or the time for location area update
is reached;
processing the CS domain service comprises receiv-
ing and processing the broadcast message on the
first user card, or performing location area update
for the first user card, respectively.

15. The method according to claim 14, characterized
in that receiving and processing the broadcast mes-
sage on the first user card comprises:

receiving the broadcast message on the first us-
er card, and identifying whether the location area
in which the mobile terminal is located has
changed according to information within the
broadcast message;
in response to the situation that the location area
in which the mobile terminal is located has
changed, performing location area update for
the first user card.

16. A baseband processing chip, characterized in com-
prising:

a first service processing unit, for processing a
PS domain service on a second user card
among multiple user cards inserted in the same
mobile terminal;
a first monitoring unit, for monitoring whether
there is a first user card in an on-network state
among the multiple user cards that is required
to process a high real time service, wherein the
high real time service has higher requirement in
real time than the PS domain service;
a first identifying unit, for according to the mon-
itoring result of the first monitoring unit, in re-
sponse to the situation that the first user card in
an on-network state is required to process a high
real time service, identifying whether PS domain
data being received/transmitted in the PS do-
main service is critical data for maintaining the
Qos level of the PS domain service;
a scheduling unit, for according to the identifying
result of the first identifying unit, in response to
the situation that the PS domain data being re-
ceived/transmitted is non-critical data, instruct-
ing the first service processing unit to suspend
the processing of the PS domain service and
instructing a second service processing unit to
process the high real time service;
a second service processing unit, for processing
the high real time service on the first user card
according to the instruction of the scheduling
unit.

17. The baseband processing chip according to claim
16, characterized in that, the scheduling unit is fur-
ther used for instructing the first service processing

unit to resume the processing of the PS domain serv-
ice after the second service processing unit has proc-
essed the high real time service.

18. The baseband processing chip according to claim
16, characterized in that, reception/transmission of
the critical data by the first service processing unit
is prior to the  processing of the high real time service
by the second service processing unit.

19. The method according to claim 16, characterized
in that the critical data is the data specified by a
communication protocol or user specified data.

20. The baseband processing chip according to claim
16, characterized in further comprising:

a second monitoring unit, for monitoring whether
there is a third user card in an off-network state
among the multiple user cards;
a synchronizing unit, for performing power scan
and network searching for the third user card
according to the instruction of the scheduling
unit, wherein
the scheduling unit, further for according to the
monitoring result of the second monitoring unit,
in response to the situation that there is a third
user card in an off-network state among the mul-
tiple user cards, instructing the synchronizing
unit to perform power scan and network search-
ing for the third user card.

21. The baseband processing chip according to claim
20, characterized in that the scheduling unit is par-
ticularly used to, in response to the situation that
there is a third user card in an off-network state
among the multiple user cards, instruct the synchro-
nizing unit to perform power scan and network
searching for the third user card in an idle slot or an
idle frame during the processing of the PS domain
service by the first service processing unit; or
in response to the situation that the PS domain data
being received/transmitted is non-critical data, in-
struct the first  service processing unit to suspend
the processing of the PS domain service and perform
power scan and network searching for the third user
card.

22. The baseband processing chip according to claim
21, characterized in that the reception/transmis-
sion of the critical data by the first service processing
unit is prior to the power scan and network searching
performed by the synchronizing unit for the third user
card.

23. The baseband processing chip according to claim
20, characterized in that the first user card and the
third user card are the same user card; or
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the mobile terminal is a GSM terminal, and the first
user card and the second user card are the same
user card.

24. The baseband processing chip according to claim
16, characterized in that the multiple user cards
comprise any one or more of a SIM card, a R-UIM
card, a UIM card, and a USIM card.

25. The baseband processing chip according to any one
of claims 16 to 24, characterized in that the high
real time service comprises a CS domain service.

26. The baseband processing chip according to claim
25, characterized in that the CS domain service
comprises a CS domain paging message; wherein
the first user card is required to process the CS do-
main paging message when the time for a paging
message reception specified by a paging period is
reached, or when an paging indicator indicates that
it is required to receive a paging message;
the second service processing unit is particularly
used to receive and process the CS domain paging
message on the first  user card according to the in-
struction of the scheduling unit.

27. The baseband processing chip according to claim
26, characterized in that when receiving and
processing the CS domain paging message, the sec-
ond service processing unit is particularly used to
receive the CS domain paging message on the first
user card; identify whether the first user card is re-
quired to receive a broadcast message, or to process
a CS domain communication service according to
information within the CS domain paging message;
in response to the situation that the first user card is
required to receive a broadcast message, receive
and process the broadcast message on the first user
card; and in response to the situation that the first
user card is required to process a CS domain com-
munication service, process the CS domain commu-
nication service on the first user card.

28. The baseband processing chip according to claim
27, characterized in that, when receiving and
processing the broadcast message on the first user
card, the second service processing unit is particu-
larly used to receive the broadcast message on the
first user card, and identify whether the location area
in which the mobile terminal is located in has
changed according to information within the broad-
cast message; and in response to the situation that
the location area in which the mobile terminal is lo-
cated has changed, perform location area update for
the first user card.

29. The baseband processing chip according to claim
25, characterized in that, the CS domain service

comprises a broadcast message or a location area
update; wherein
the first user card is required to receive a broadcast
message or to perform location area update when
according to an  time interval specified in a commu-
nication protocol, the time for a broadcast message
reception, or the time for location area update is
achieved;
the second service processing unit is particularly
used to receive and process the broadcast message
on the first user card, or perform location area update
for the first user card, according to the instruction of
the scheduling unit.

30. A mobile terminal, comprising a RF chip, a baseband
processing chip, and multiple user card slots, char-
acterized in that, the baseband processing chip is
used to, in response to the situation that a first user
card in an on-network state is required to process a
high real time service, identify whether PS domain
data being received/transmitted in a PS domain serv-
ice current processed on a second user card is crit-
ical data for maintaining the Qos level of the PS do-
main service, wherein the high real time service has
higher requirement in real time than the PS domain
service, and the first user card and the second user
card belong to multiple user cards inserted in the
same mobile terminal; and in response to the situa-
tion that the PS domain data being received/trans-
mitted is non-critical data, suspend the processing
of the PS domain service and process the high real
time service.

31. The mobile terminal according to claim 30, charac-
terized in that, the baseband processing chip com-
prises the baseband processing chip of any one of
claims 16 to 29.
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